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EDITOR’S NOTE.

“Vague as all definitions are, a good essay must have this 
permanent quality about it; it must draw its curtain round us, 
but it must be a curtain that shuts us in, not out,” Virginia Woolf 
noted in her essay concerning, and titled, “The Modern Essay.” 
Asserting that the writer of a compelling essay must possess a sense 
of conviction capable of stirring, swirling, and seizing the words 
that will effectively express his or her idea, Woolf declares that 
such an essay must also draw its readers in, smoothly enveloping 
them within its stamped and printed pages, inviting them to 
assume participatory roles and engage with the writer’s thoughts 
themselves. The ‘good essay,’ by Woolf’s account, is ultimately 
one that is inclusive and invites its readers into a meaningful, 
communicative space, while simultaneously pleasuring, enchanting, 
and spellbinding them. It is with this backdrop that I, on behalf of 
the 2014-2015 Editorial Board, am eager to present you with the 
ninth volume of Idiom.

The essays in this year’s volume attest to the analytical and 
argumentative talents and craftsmanship possessed by undergraduate 
students of English literature at the University of Toronto. As one 
of the few journals showcasing undergraduate literary criticism 
at the University, Idiom aims to provide students with models 
of exemplary undergraduate English essays, while facilitating a 
dialogue within the diverse body of academic readers and writers on 
all three campuses. It is our hope that readers will serendipitously 
stumble upon and interact with the Journal—gaining insight 
into the literary fascinations and thoughts of their peers—and in 
consequence, think about how they themselves might re-approach, 
re-explore, and re-orient their own analyses, or further develop 
their own persuasive, stylistic voices.

The publication of this volume was only made possible 
through the unrelenting efforts of a patient, determined, and 
meticulous Editorial Board. I am sincerely grateful for the 

Editors’ cooperation and eagerness throughout the yearlong 
editorial process. It is also necessary to thank our sponsors for 
their pronounced generosity and enthusiasm in promoting the 
growth of campus journals that expose and celebrate writing 
typically produced for the eyes of a Professor, Instructor, or 
Teaching Assistant alone. On this note, I am thankful for the 
authors’ willingness to submit their original work as well as their 
commitment throughout the revisionary stages; I congratulate them 
on their achievement. I also extend my endless thanks to Becky 
Caunce, whose limitless creativity is responsible for the aesthetic 
appeal and publication of Idiom, Volume Nine. Yet, this volume 
is ultimately indebted to the support and guidance offered by Dr. 
Vikki Visvis and Professor Thomas Keymer, who invested their 
time to assist the Editorial Board in selecting, editing, and preparing 
the essays for publication.

The collection, selection, refinement, and publication of these 
essays should render their respective authors’ ideas more accessible 
for conversation, rather than mark an end in the editorial process. In 
effect, we empower you, the reader, to participate by unreservedly 
entering and luxuriating in the inclusive, ‘curtained’ literary spaces 
that our published authors have constructed, and to emerge with a 
more profound awareness of your own literary interests, situation, 
and critical voice.

HALYNA CHUMAK, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
March 2015
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A WOMAN OF HER TIME: 
HENRY MEDWALL’S FULGENS AND 
LUCRES AND THE MARRIAGE OF CONSENT

Tori Carlisle 

This paper argues that Lucres—the protagonist of Henry Medwall’s 
Fulgens and Lucres—does not, as many scholars have argued, choose her own 
husband. It is essential to recognize the difference between consent and choice 
in order to understand the action of this play. The contemporary Catholic 
Church stated that consent was required of both the bride and groom entering 
into a marriage, and therefore, this play can be said to dramatize that act of 
consent. But, the choice to marry is both dictated and enforced by Lucres’ 
father Fulgens, and so Lucres’ act of deciding between her two suitors, Gaius 
and Cornelius, is forced upon her and is not, by contrast, a choice that she 
wishes to make. Her ‘choice’ can thus be seen as a submissive and obedient act 
in her fulfilment of her father’s wishes. In failing to recognize the distinction 
between the act of consent and the agency of choice, many scholars have 
mistakenly attributed more agency to Lucres than is present in the play. Lucres 
is not “an unconventional, and unfamiliar Shakespearean-type heroine” as 
critic Olga Horner asserts, but a realistic, dramatic depiction of a noble woman 
who embraces the conventional momentary agency that the sacrament of 
marriage and the Catholic Church’s insistence on free consent affords her; 
this momentary agency itself is undermined and subject to male influence 
throughout the play. Tori would like to thank Professor Matthew Sergi for his 
encouragement and incredible feedback on this paper prior to its publication.

In her essay “Fulgens and Lucres: An Historical Perspective,” Olga Horner 
asserts that because Lucres consents to marry Gaius she “challenges both 

the dramatic expectations and what is understood to have been normal 
societal practice at the time,” and thus she can be understood as an “original, 
unconventional, and unfamiliar Shakespearean-type heroine, with no 
precedent nor immediate successor” (66). I will argue that although Lucres 
chooses between her two suitors Gaius and Cornelius, the choice to marry 
is not her own and is instead dictated by her father. Throughout the play (a 
late fifteenth-century interlude by Henry Medwall) Lucres appeals to her 
father, Fulgens, for guidance on which of her suitors to choose, but because 
he insists she choose for herself, the very act of choosing a husband can then 
be seen as a submissive and obedient act, complying with what her father 
asks. I believe a distinction between consent —or “assent” as it is phrased 
in the play—and choice must be made in order to understand the action in 
the play. This distinction is essential because contrary to Horner’s assertion 
that Lucres acts “independently of any male authority figure” (66), a deeper 
scrutiny of the play’s language and action reveals the pervasive workings of 
male authority to undermine female power throughout the play.

The Catholic Church of Medwall’s time required the consent of both 
the man and the woman before a marriage could take place, as it was both 
a secular civil contract and a sacrament, and the Church required that both 
parties enter into the marriage of their own free will in order to assure that 
the union was recognized by God (Eisenbichler). Lucres consenting to 
marry Gaius, therefore, is not “unconventional” (Horner 66), but reflects a 
required practice during the medieval period (Brooke, 128-29; Houlbrooke, 
68, 76). While the play’s characters disagree as to whether or not Lucres 
should be allowed to choose her husband, they all agree that women must 
assent (or ‘consent’) to whomever they marry. When Cornelius, one of 
Lucres’ potential suitors, meets with Fulgens at the beginning of the play, 
he solicits Fulgens to persuade Lucres to choose him, stating his intent to 
“honour and advaunce….Lucres if she will agree” (Medwall ll.303-04), to 
which Fulgens replies that “for me semyth it were ryght expedient / That 
we know therin her mynde before” (ll.315-16). Though Fulgens says that he 
will attempt to convince Lucres, both men acknowledge that her decision to 
consent must occur before any match can take place. A and B, the servants 
of Cornelius and Gaius, do not agree with Fulgens’ decision to allow Lucres 
to choose between her suitors, but even they acknowledge that consent is 

Tori Carlisle A Woman of Her Time
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required when entering into a marriage. For example, when B asks Joan 
to marry him, he first asks her “to assent thereunto” (l.893) and later asks 
if she would “be content / or ony wyse agree” (ll.897-98) to marry him. 
Furthermore, although the Church required consent, they advised that 
those entering into a marriage should also consider their parents’ opinions, 
especially where land or distinctions of class were involved (Houlbrooke 68; 
76). We can see, consequently, that both Lucres’ appeals to her father for 
advice on which suitor to consent to, as well as Cornelius’ own appeal to 
Fulgens to convince Lucres to marry him, stem from this tradition. ‘Assent’ 
and ‘choice’ are used interchangeably by the characters, such as when 
Fulgens says to Cornelius, “I am not the man / That wyll take from her the 
libertie / Of her own choice: that may not be!” (ll.336-38); but while this 
seems to suggest that Fulgens is allowing Lucres to choose to marry, it can 
also be understood as his saying that he will not force her to marry Cornelius 
if she does not consent to do so. Though Fulgens can and does influence 
Lucres on which of her suitors to choose, and though he does decide that it 
is time Lucres marries, consent is not something that he can take away from, 
or decide for, her. However, as I will now argue, this does not mean that she 
is truly given a choice as to when or whom she marries.

The decision that Lucres must marry is made by her father before 
she even enters the play or has a chance to speak for herself. Marriage 
is presented in various ways throughout the play as inevitable for both 
Lucres and for Joan, the latter being the only other female presence in 
the play. Fulgens tells the audience that he intends for Lucres to marry 
because he wants to see to her “promocyon,” because “she is now of gode 
and ripe age / To be a mannes fere by wey of marriage” (ll.279-85); Joan, 
similarly, is told by B that “hyt had been tyme for you to be wedd / Seven 
or eight yeare agoo” (ll.975-76). Marriage is therefore not a choice that 
these women make, but is decided upon by male characters and conforms 
to their masculine expectations. It is questionable whether or not Lucres 
even wishes to marry, because in consenting to marry Gaius she says she 
has “determyned utterly / That Gaius Flaminius shall have his intent” 
(ll.2224-25), giving no indication that she wishes to marry him, only 
describing that she has “determyned” that she will consent to him. Lucres 
does not phrase her consent as a wilful or desired choice, but instead her 
consent is based upon “his intent,” not her own. 

Despite the influence of male power in the decision making process, 
Lucres and Joan each experience a fleeting moment of agency in deciding 
whether or not to consent to marry their suitors; Lynn Forest-Hill argues in 
her essay “Maidens and Matrons: The Theatricality of Gender in the Tudor 
Interludes” that Lucres’ “maiden status briefly permits her to have a voice 
and control over her own destiny,” but that the voice and control disappear 
when she eventually consents to marry (64-65). Fulgens highlights this 
enforced invisibility of married women in his first address to the audience, 
when (describing his own, unnamed wife) he says “I have a wyf of gode 
condicyon / And right comfortable to myn entent / In everything that is 
to be done” (ll.244-46). Fulgens’ wife does not have a name or a voice in 
this play, nor is she described as having any agency of her own: her purpose 
is to make Fulgens “right comfortable.” Once Lucres consents to marry 
Gaius, she too no longer has any agency or function in the play, which she 
acknowledges in her act of consent, saying “to hym onely I shall myself apply 
/ To use me in wedloke at his commaundement” (ll.2226-27). In saying that 
Gaius may use her “at his commaundement,” she gives up the agency that 
her right to consent afforded her. After Lucres voices her consent, she is no 
longer relevant to the action of the play, and she exits, leaving the remainder 
of the play to male voices. Similarly, after Joan reveals that she is betrothed, 
she too is exiled from the play, as illustrated when B declares that he “utterly 
forsake[s] her” (l.1240). Once the women of the play voice their consent, 
they become subject to strict male control, and like Lucres’ mother, they too 
become voiceless.

 A deeper exploration of this momentary agency that women 
are afforded before consenting to marriage, a state described as being 
“at liberty,” shows how even this momentary agency is diminished by 
masculine control. Joan defends herself against A and B’s advances by 
reminding them “I am yet at my lyberte” (l.1035), and although A agrees, 
he negates that liberty by continuing to assert that he has a claim to her 
because he saw her before B did. A great illustration of this occurs when 
Joan reprimands A for saying that she must marry him, rather than B, 
claiming, “Yet you do but rage / To use such wordes unto me, / For I 
am yet at my lyberte,” to which A replies “Ye[a], that I know well. / But 
never the lesse, sythen I beganne / To love you longe before this man [B]” 
(ll.1033-38), demonstrating that though he acknowledges Joan’s “lyberte” 
he is still prepared to defend his precedence over B. A and B do not listen 

Tori Carlisle A Woman of Her Time
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to Joan’s protests against their advances; B kisses and grabs Joan without her 
permission and in spite of her protests, indicated in the stage direction: “And 
he shall try to kiss her” (S.D. l.961, S.D. l.1000; translation mine). Lucres’ 
“liberty” is similarly acknowledged and subsequently negated by her suitors 
and her father, an example occurring at the beginning of the play when 
Fulgens claims that he will not “take from her the libertie / Of her own 
choice” (ll.237-38), but later he negates that liberty by setting a time limit 
on it, telling her “it may be respyted for a day or twayne” (l.460). Though 
Fulgens acknowledges that Lucres is at liberty and has the right of consent, 
the length of that liberty has been decided and enforced solely by him. 
Both Gaius and Cornelius accept that Lucres has the right to consent to 
whom she will marry, but Gaius, like other male figures in the play, negates 
Lucres’ “liberty” when he argues that “I can not let [Cornelius] for to woo 
/ A woman beyng at her owne liberty / For why it is as fre for hym as for 
me” (ll.668-70). While this passage acknowledges that Lucres is at liberty, 
Gaius still negates it by sending A to talk to her, realizing that because she is 
at liberty and without her father, she is susceptible to other male influence. 
Therefore, though Lucres’ right to consent is respected, the process leading 
to that consent— being “at liberty”— is not. Lucres’ suitors’ failure to 
respect her momentary agency undermines the validity of her consent 
because it too is subject to male influence, and therefore the momentary 
agency described above is not really agency at all.

If Lucres’ supposed agency is, in reality, controlled by the men 
surrounding her, it then becomes apparent that the majority of her “choices” 
are also subject to male influence and direction. At every point in the 
play, Lucres appeals to male guidance, or states that she is not fit to make 
decisions herself, yet she does eventually make decisions because her father 
or suitors tell her to. For example, when Fulgens tells Lucres she must 
marry, she says that she is “bound” to honour his decision and says, “where 
it pleaseth you to gyve unto me / Myne owne fre choyse and my lyberte” 
(ll.423-28). By framing her “fre choyse” as bound to Fulgens and his 
approval, her agency is undermined, and ultimately, her decisions are not 
her own. By choosing her husband, Lucres is honouring Fulgens’ wishes and 
proving herself the virtuous daughter he describes in his opening speech. 
Lucres’ response to Fulgens’ insistence that she choose between her suitors 
indicates that she is not saying that she will choose a husband out of her own 
desire, but rather she is doing it out of obedience to her father, an authority 

which she likens to the obedience owed to God, saying she is “bounde 
/ As muche unto you as ony chylde may be / Unto the fader lyvynge on 
the grounde” (ll.423-26). In doing so, Lucres says that she will follow her 
father’s guidance and instructions completely, leaving her inescapably bound 
to fulfil male expectations in the play.

I suggest, then, that Lucres is dominated and controlled by male power 
for the entirety of the play. In his opening speech, Fulgens likens Lucres to 
property, calling her “my chief jewel and riches” and stating that it is time 
that she were “bestowid sumwhat accordyng” (ll.281-86).  Both of Fulgens’ 
statements, his description of Lucres as property and his statement that his 
“mynd [is] dischargid utterly” (l.287) about her marrying, negate the validity 
of Lucres’ “choice” before it is even presented to her. Fulgens dictates that 
she will marry, the two suitors whom she may consent to, and how long 
she has to decide between them; Lucres’ choices are therefore completely 
dictated and framed by Fulgens’ influence. Even after Fulgens permanently 
exits the play, he remains a constant presence, and all of Lucres’ subsequent 
actions are extensions of his instructions, particularly as Lucres continually 
seeks out her father’s approval when her suitors press her to choose between 
them. Cornelius illustrates the primacy of paternal guidance when he tells 
Fulgens that Lucres “abideth to have youre consell: / For, as she sayth, she 
will no thing / In suche mater to do without your councell[yng]” (ll.324-
26). Lucres hesitates to make decisions without her father’s advice, and when 
Gaius presses her to decide whether or not she will marry him, she says she 
must “fyrst….my faders mynde assay” (l.556), and that “your mynd in this 
behalf shalbe sone easid / If my fader can be content and pleysid” (ll.559-
60), once again illustrating that though her father has told her to decide for 
herself, she still desires his advice. Lucres’ “choice” between Cornelius and 
Gaius is never separated from her father, and interestingly, when A and B 
refer to Lucres’ choice they say that “Lucres and her father may not attend / 
At this season to make an ende” (ll.1395-96). Lumping Lucres and Fulgens 
together and referring to the decision as a joint one emphasizes that Lucres’ 
decision between her suitors remains dependent on her father’s guidance and 
approval, even when he is absent from the play.

Finally, even the apparent power and control given to Lucres and Joan 
when they ask their suitors to prove their worth ends up reinforcing male 
power, not subverting it, as they judge male actions only because they have 
been instructed to do so, and ultimately, this judging appeases their suitors. 

Tori Carlisle A Woman of Her Time
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Joan asks A and B to prove their worth to her and compete for her affection 
as a way to cease their insistence that she choose between them, like when 
Joan says that she will not choose either A or B “Tyll I may first here and se 
/ What ye both can do” (ll.1089-90). Though Gaius and Cornelius debate 
their nobility in accordance with Lucres’ demands, they each define what 
nobility is and proclaim that they exemplify it more than their opponent; in 
doing so, this relieves the pressure on Lucres to decide for herself. It is clear 
that Gaius has won the debate because Cornelius can find no way to rebut 
him, as when Lucres asks him if he has “some other thing in store / To shew 
for your self than ye dyde before” and to which he replies, “Why, lady, what 
thing will ye desyre more / Than I have shewyd to make for nobleness?” 
(ll.2141-45) proving that he has nothing new to say to counter Gaius’ points. 
Therefore Lucres’ decision to choose the most noble man, her new husband, 
is an easy one that and has for the most part been decided for her. 

Thus, in Fulgens and Lucres, while Lucres does choose which of her two 
suitors to consent to marry, this does not mean that she is given a choice as to 
whether she will marry, nor does it make her an “unconventional” heroine. As 
I have demonstrated, Fulgens decides that Lucres must marry and determines 
how long she has to decide between her suitors, and although Lucres does 
make decisions in the play, these decisions are framed and influenced by male 
interference and by male expectations. Her agency in this play is contingent on 
male characters allowing her to make decisions and not because she possesses 
an independent will. Therefore, what seems like Lucres’ independent choice 
in this play is actually submission and obedience disguised as agency. The 
distinction between consent and choice is an important one because Horner’s 
argument for seeing Lucres as “unconventional and unfamiliar” disregards 
the reality of patriarchal power in the rituals and conventions of medieval 
marriage practices. As I have shown in this paper, seeing Lucres as subject to 
male authority and influence reveals that she has very little agency of her own. 
In order for Fulgens and Lucres to be fully understood, I have shown that we 
need to pay closer attention to what is being dramatized. This play dramatizes 
the momentary agency that women are afforded before they consent to marry, 
but the choice to marry is always subject to male influence. This play also 
demonstrates that the conventional and momentary agency that women were 
able to exert prior to and during the marriage ceremony can only be seen 
as unprecedented in the sense that it is a more realistic version of medieval 
marriage practices, one that acknowledges that both men and women must 
enter into the sacrament of marriage of their own free will.
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Reading Lucrece’s Nightmare: Sensory 
Interplay and Condensation in Shakespeare’s 
The Rape of Lucrece

Natalie Lai 

When Natalie read William Shakespeare’s narrative poem The Rape 
of Lucrece for ENG336H: Topics in Shakespeare, she became intrigued by 
the ambiguous representation of rape. The narrator fashions the rape into a 
series of counterfeit representations, substituting animal imagery for the rape 
itself. Drawing on treatises concerning early modern dreams, she approaches 
the question by interpreting the rape scene as a nightmare that borders on 
Lucrece’s consciousness. On this basis, the essay focuses on counterfeit 
representations of rape in which the senses of sight, touch, and audition 
condense into a complex sensory experience. With reference to Sigmund 
Freud’s The Interpretation of Dreams, Natalie is interested in exploring how 
the sensory interplay in the counterfeit rape exemplifies qualities of dream-
like condensation, which Freud interprets as the fusion of impressions and 
emotions in a single dream. Whereas Freud studies how condensation 
manifests in dreams, Shakespeare presents a condensation of senses through 
the rhetoric of counterfeits. As such, the essay seeks to explore the inherent 
similarities between dreams and rhetoric in their common demand for multi-
sensory engagement to decode pregnant subtleties. Natalie would like to thank 
Professor Elizabeth Harvey for her support throughout the writing of this 
paper. 

In William Shakespeare’s The Rape of Lucrece, the act of rape escapes 
representation. The narrator instead fashions the rape into a series of 

false representations: the rape itself becomes “an invasion” (Shakespeare 
287), Lucrece’s chaste body is the “never-conquered fort” (482), and 
her abuser turns into a “full-fed hound” (694). These false substitutions 
and animal transformations in the poem exemplify the technique George 
Puttenham calls “counterfeit representation”—a description of events “as 
if they were truly before our eyes though they were not present” (323). 
Immediately after the counterfeit rape, Lucrece “wakes her heart by 
beating on her breast” (Shakespeare 779), as if she is rousing herself from a 
dream. In Reading the Early Modern Dream, Mary Baine Campbell describes 
dreaming as a kind of “border-crossing” (21). The counterfeit rape in this 
poem exemplifies “border-crossing,” since it is represented as a nightmare 
that borders on Lucrece’s consciousness. This notion of “border-crossing” 
also relates to the way that the senses of sight, touch, and audition become 
a condensed amalgamation in the counterfeit representation. With that in 
mind, Lucrece’s nightmare-like rape displays what Sigmund Freud defines 
as condensation—the fusion of impressions and experiences within a 
single dream (II.b). On this basis, I will argue that rhetoric and dreams are 
inherently similar in the way their complex interplay of the senses elicits a 
counterfeit reality. Hence, the blurring of the senses mirrors the strategy of 
condensation in dreams, and this reinforces on a rhetorical level the themes 
of violation and sexual conquering in The Rape of Lucrece.

The poem exposes the condensation that occurs in both rhetoric 
and dreams when it transgresses the boundaries between the senses during 
the counterfeit rape. Precisely when the reader anticipates that sexual 
violation will be represented, the narrator offers a rhetorical spectacle in 
lieu of the rape: “The wolf half seized his prey, the poor lamb cries / Till 
with her own white fleece her voice controlled / Entombs her outcry in her 
lips’ sweet fold” (677-79). This counterfeit rape, however, is not simply a 
replacement for sexual violation; it also defeats Lucrece’s oratory abilities 
when her voice becomes “controlled” and “entombed.” After Lucrece 
becomes rhetorically silenced, the visual imagery of the rape’s counterfeit 
completely takes over. Thus, just as Lucrece becomes the captive of 
Tarquin, the reader becomes captive to the rape’s visual counterfeit. 
This produces an interplay between rhetorical device and visual imagery, 
crossing the border between verbal expression and visual representation.

Natalie Lai Reading Lucrece’s Nightmare
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The significance of the visual imagery of this counterfeit rape, however, 
exceeds its complication of the senses alone; the rhetorical power of counterfeit 
representation in the poem rests in its dream-like progression, as the verbal 
exchange between Tarquin and Lucrece slowly morphs into a series of images 
without an explicit conjunction. The fluidity in the narrator’s presentation of 
these counterfeit images situates the scene in the realm of dreams, because the 
strategy of seamless transfiguration aligns with the category of  “transformation 
dreams” as defined by the Greek writer Artemidorus in his treatise 
Oneirocritica. In Artemidorus’ interpretation of “transformation dreams,” he 
draws attention to the changing of “outward appearances” in dream-vision 
(42). This is particularly significant because Tarquin becomes a “wolf [that] 
hath seized his prey,” a “full-fed hound” (Shakespeare 694) and a “gorged 
hawk” (694), while Lucrece transfigures into a “poor lamb” in the counterfeit 
rape. Artemidorus suggests that any transfiguration from man into animal 
in dreams evokes the dynamics of hunting and predation; more importantly, 
he posits that some characteristics, such as “shapeliness or bodily strength,” 
will “linger within the boundaries of what is humanly possible” (42) thereby 
visually complicating the boundary that distinguishes human from animal. 
Although the wolf’s “seizing of his prey” is an animalistic act and does not 
entail a residual human trait, the possessive pronouns in these two lines 
insinuate an overlap between human and animal qualities in this counterfeit. 
The wolf is associated with the pronoun “his” because its predatory power 
and dominance align with masculinity. In the same vein, the “poor lamb” is 
associated with the pronoun “her” because of its meekness and inability to 
fight against its imminent violation. As this poem is about sexual violation, 
the alignment of gender to the qualities of predator and victim provokes an 
echo of the gender dynamics of rape. With that in mind, this counterfeit 
representation of rape as an animal transformation dream presents a moment 
of “border-crossing” between human and animal on both a sensory and 
rhetorical level.

These animal transformations also amplify the sensory interplay 
and condensation that complicate this instance of counterfeit rape. As 
aforementioned, Tarquin, the sexual violator in the poem, transfigures 
into a wolf during the rape. However, this dream-like transformation 
does not end there: immediately after Tarquin commits the crime, the 
narrator again fashions him into a series of animals: a “full-fed hound” 
and a “gorged hawk” that “Devours his will that lived by foul devouring” 
(Shakespeare 700). This line is of particular interest to me not only because 
it strengthens the reading of counterfeit rape as transformation dream; I am 

fascinated by its condensation of the senses through the manipulation of 
sounds. The word “devour” at the beginning of the line is repeated at the 
end, with a slight alteration of the suffix: “devouring.” More importantly, 
the word “foul,” located between “devour” and “devouring,” is another 
element of this repetition. This is an example of what Puttenham defines 
as “echo sound,” a device that uses the assonant repetition of words in 
close proximity to strengthen a certain effect (284). The word “foul” refers 
to multiple senses—not just sound—because it functions to “primarily 
reference the odor indicative of putridity or corruption” (OED). In 
this instance, however, I opt for an alternative definition for “foul” as 
indicating an act or subject “so grossly offensive to the senses” (OED). 
As such, the device of echo sound enlarges upon the disgustingness of 
Tarquin’s “devouring” of Lucrece. Since the acoustic similarity between 
“foul” and “devour” cannot possibly be detected through the eye alone, 
this condensation of the senses in the midst of the counterfeit rape 
reinforces the gross violation of this act. 

Another occurrence of the condensation of sight and audition 
is evident in the initial description of Tarquin, further establishing 
the dream-like setting of counterfeit representation. I recall an earlier 
moment that precedes the rape: when Collatine’s praise of Lucrece 
ignites Tarquin’s sexual desires, the lord falls silent. Instead of verbally 
responding to Collatine’s “shallow tongue” (Shakespeare 78), he responds 
with the “wonder of his eyes” (95). The exchange between Collatine’s 
verbal ‘publishing’ and Tarquin’s response with his eyes introduces a 
realm where the senses move through permeable boundaries, much 
like the border-crossing of dreams. Moreover, Tarquin’s “wonder of 
his eyes” is a significant phrase in the discussion of sensory interplay. 
According to the Oxford English Dictionary, “wonder” refers to “the 
emotion excited by the perception of something astonishing, mingled 
with perplexity or bewildered curiosity,” which aptly describes his state of 
licentious excitement. However, I am more intrigued by the homonymic 
possibility for the word “wonder” to acoustically echo “wander,” inserting 
connotations of transport and travel into this moment. Similarly, Mary 
Baine Campbell notes, in Reading the Early Modern Dream, that “rêver,” 
the French word for dreams, suggests the connotation of “wander at will” 
(21). As such, Tarquin’s “wander of the eye” links together dream-like 
transportation with the faculty of sight. Thus, the reference to the eyes, 
in fact, achieves an astonishing degree of condensation, thereby eliciting a 
dream-like violation of the senses before the rape itself actually occurs. 
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As different senses and their reception in the poem become 
increasingly intertwined, the climactic moment of rape also implicates 
the sense of touch in the sensory interplay. During the rape, Tarquin “sets 
his foot upon the light,” crossing this border into the “blind concealing 
night” (Shakespeare 673-75). Correspondingly, the act of rape also enacts 
border-crossing because the word “rape” originally referred to “the seizure 
of property by violent means” (OED); it inherently embodies the idea of 
charging an unlawful boundary. At the moment of rape, however, the idea of 
border-crossing also manifests itself through rhetoric, condensing the senses 
of sight, sound, and touch. When Lucrece’s verbal persuasion fails to prevent 
Tarquin from committing his crime, he declares, “by heaven, I will not hear 
thee […] Instead of love’s coy touch shall rudely tear thee” (Shakespeare 
667-69). These two lines end with almost identical phrases: “hear thee” and 
“tear thee.” This parallel structure should emphasize the rhyme between 
“hear” and “tear,” but in this context, “hear” and “tear” only rhyme to the 
eye. The pronunciation of the word “tear” changes (from rhyming with 
“hear” to rhyming with “pair”) when it is used as a verb to suggest “pushing 
by force” (OED). As such, this eye-rhyme exemplifies an instance of border-
crossing; the acoustic recognition challenges visual perception to subvert the 
connection between “hear” and “tear.” Furthermore, the sensory interplay 
becomes even more pronounced because “hear” and “tear” respectively 
refer to two distinct senses: acoustics and touch. During the rape, the 
word “tear” reappears as Tarquin “[cools] his hot face in the chastest 
tears / That ever modest eyes with sorrow shed” (Shakespeare 682-83). 
In the phrases “rudely tear” and “chastest tears,” there is an apparent 
repetition of the word “tear.” However, these two lines embody what 
Puttenham refers to as the “rebound”; he describes this rhetorical figure 
as “alluding to the tennis ball that […] rebounds back again, playeth with 
one word written all alike but carrying diverse senses” (292), referring to 
the sylleptic repetition of a word that carries a different meaning in each 
recurrence. In addition to its different meanings, the recurrence of the 
word “tear” in “chastest tears” also demands a different pronunciation 
from its previous occurrence in “rudely tear.” Thus, this instance of 
rebound demands full acoustic and visual attention; it challenges the 
eye to detect the auditory difference. In addition to “border-crossing” 
between acoustic and visual recognition, this instance of rebound also 
refers to the sense of touch, as suggested by “rudely tear.” For that 
reason, this passage marks a collision between the senses of sight, sound, 
and touch; this is particularly relevant to the discussion of violation 
because they are the senses that are most heightened during rape. 

Throughout this discussion of dreams and rhetoric, I place an 
immense emphasis on sensory interplay in counterfeit rape because 
the dream-like amalgamation of senses and imagery has symbolic 
importance. As argued by Freud, through the strategy of condensation 
in dreams, the association between words and images, however bizarre, 
“constitutes to the most beautiful and pregnant aphorism” (VI.a). To 
describe dreams as “pregnant” is to suggest there is implicit and nuanced 
meaning embedded in them that requires attentive comprehension. 
Thus, the reading of dreams presents an inherent conflict between 
the expressed and the unexpressed, much like rhetoric. This difficulty 
to comprehend “pregnant” expressions manifests itself in the poem 
through Lucrece’s gradual acquisition of literacy to “cipher” meaning. 
Before the dream-like rape, Lucrece “could pick no meaning from 
[his] parling looks, / Nor read the subtle-shining secrecies / Writ in the 
glassy margents of such books” (Shakespeare 100-03). It is significant 
that “looks” and “book” in these lines rhyme with “hooks” in the 
subsequent line (104), suggesting Lucrece can neither see nor decipher 
the ensnaring traps around her. Moreover, by aligning Tarquin’s lustful 
“looks” with “books” that are full of “subtle-shining secrecies,” the 
narrator also suggests that Lucrece is doubly illiterate prior to the 
rape: she fails to “pick meaning” from both “looks” and “books,” 
thereby falling into both of their “hooks.” As “hooks” or potential 
threats manifest in the text through counterfeit representations, such as 
Tarquin’s advances, Lucrece’s inability to detect these “hooks” extends 
to her incomprehension of the sensory interplay in such counterfeits: 
she is insensitive in the “blind concealing night.” However, she arrives 
at a pivotal point after the rape, as she “wakes her heart by the beating 
of her breast” (759), activating all the “unwilling portal[s]” (309) of 
her sensory reception. Thereafter, she gains the ability to “cipher what 
is writ in learned looks” (811). On the basis that Lucrece’s moment of 
waking coincides with her acquisition of literacy, I argue that rhetoric 
and dreams are intertwined in the text: the “subtle-shining secrecies” 
presented in books are fundamentally similar to the “most pregnant 
aphorism” in dreams. In fact, Freud’s term, “pregnant aphorism” is 
cognate to Shakespeare’s reference to the “subtle-shining secrecies” in 
books, and by extension, rhetoric and literature. The word “pregnant” 
not only suggests “full of meaning; implying more than is obvious or 
stated” (OED), but rather, it simultaneously denotes a physical condition 
in women that is both concealed and visible through the womb, 
encapsulating the duality in “subtle-shining secrecies.”
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In a poem about sexual violation, Shakespeare’s depiction of rape as 
a nightmarish counterfeit is significant because it not only sheds light on 
the question of representation, but it enables him to manoeuvre the senses 
in a surreal, dream-like setting. As suggested through a series of rhetorical 
counterfeits, the rape scene amalgamates the senses of touch, sight, and 
audition in a way that looks forward to Freud’s theory of condensation. Just 
as the senses of sight, touch, and audition become heightened and transgress 
each other’s boundaries in the process of condensation, a similar kind of 
violation occurs contextually through Tarquin’s sexual advances. The intense 
amalgamation of senses, made possible only through the strategy of dream-
like condensation, strengthens on a rhetorical level the themes of “border-
crossing” and violation in the poem. As such, the poem takes advantage of the 
inherent similarities between dreams and rhetoric in their common demand 
for multi-sensory engagement to expose pregnant subtleties. For that reason, 
a reading of The Rape of Lucrece as a nightmare opens up the poem as an 
interrogation of aggressive violation, and of traumatic experience manifested 
in dreams through condensed imagery and senses. 
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Masculinities and the Man of Sentiment: 
Gender Performance for Capital Gain in A 
Sentimental Journey Through France and Italy

Jessica Scifo

Jessica became interested in feminist critical responses to the male-
dominated canon of eighteenth-century literature while enrolled in 
ENG305H: Swift, Pope, and Contemporaries. Her entry point was critic 
Laura Brown’s Ends of Empire: Women and Ideology in Early Eighteenth-Century 
English Literature, in which Brown turns from a reverence for the man of 
letters to consider the bodies of women populating eighteenth-century texts 
and examine how these bodies are capitalized on and scapegoated to divest 
male anxiety at the genesis of modern imperialism. In considering Brown’s 
reading of gender and its relationship to empire, Jessica was struck by the 
absence of discussions of masculinity in Brown’s work and queried that 
if female bodies were being capitalized on, what happened to men whose 
gender performance was also feminized? Jessica consequently decided to 
interrogate Laurence Sterne’s A Sentimental Journey Through France and Italy 
for its privileged representation of men transgressively performing gender—
interweaving femininity with masculinity—highlighting the role of the man 
of sentiment in the context of early capitalism. In her reading, Jessica has 
followed in the tradition of poststructuralist, feminist, and queer criticism by 
demonstrating how Sterne privileges bodies that diverge from ‘the natural,’ 
thereby gesturing towards its hollowing out—an idea that pulses through 
eighteenth-century literature. Jessica would like to extend her immense 
gratitude to course instructor Morgan Vanek for her support and guidance, 
and for helping her to align and develop her own idiosyncratic critical voice. 
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In her essay “Capitalizing on Women: Dress, Aesthetics, and Alexander 
Pope,” Laura Brown usefully turns the critical gaze from the frequently 

considered “man of letters” onto the adorned bodies of women—dressed up 
in support of commodity fetishism and mercantile capitalism and undressed 
in display of naked beauty—to elucidate Pope’s preference for an essential 
and original natural, in the tradition of the ancients, in both aesthetics and 
commerce (125-34). Interrogating the trope of dressing and undressing 
present in the work of Pope, as appended to the wit versus nature debate 
that he stages, Brown attempts a reading “in the direction of gender and 
empire” (108) with respect for the female bodies that Pope uses as scapegoats 
to carry the anxiety of a changing economy within the imperial context. 
Noting the corollary of the transitional status and evolution of rhetoric and 
the transitional status and evolution of mercantile capitalism, Brown indicates 
a tension between gender difference and the anxiety of a changing economy 
“concentrated in the figure of the woman, who stands for the whole complex 
and unresolvable problem posed by the early history of capitalism” (134). 
Brown’s reading of Pope builds upon her holistic consideration of eighteenth-
century writing, which she critiques through a poststructural feminist lens 
to illuminate the ways in which feminized bodies are capitalized upon in the 
service of empire. Yet, in attempting this reading, she does not consider the 
diversity of gender performance in the eighteenth century, critically ignoring 
the bodies of men performing variations on masculinity and femininity. 
In order to extend the implications of Brown’s argument, it is necessary 
to consider a contemporary eighteenth-century text that focuses attention 
predominantly on the performance and adornment of the male body. 

Laurence Sterne’s A Sentimental Journey Through France and Italy takes up 
the male body as its focus to explore variform masculinities operating at the 
genesis of early capitalism. Sterne stages a debate between the man of reason 
and the man of sentiment, wherein ‘sentiment’ functions as a “natural sympathy 
possessed by men of feeling” associated with “the affective spectacle of benign 
generosity” (Markley 211-212). The man of sentiment, or man of feeling, 
embodied by the narrator Yorick is ostensibly the subject of Sterne’s satire. As 
opposed to the man of reason, who is aligned with the rise of empiricism and 
possesses a perfect understanding of sanctioned and practical knowledge—a 
typically masculinized quality— the man of sentiment is governed by 
feeling—a typically feminized quality—and, consequently, does not perform 
a classic version of masculinity. The man of sentiment carries the anxieties 
of A Sentimental Journey, rather than the female bodies considered by Brown. 
Moreover, it becomes clear that Sterne values the man of sentiment as a 

necessary functionary of empire in the context of early capitalism, as opposed 
to a scapegoat. A reading of the twinned parables of the Chevalier of St. Louis 
and the Marquis d’E**** will highlight Sterne’s discussion of masculinity 
and its relationship to commerce. Marking this interdependency, Sterne 
interrogates the use-value of the man of sentiment, who is used to obtain or 
maintain capital gain through feminine performance, in his exploration of 
Yorick’s relationship to his servant La Fleur as well as Yorick’s encounter with 
the Monk at Calais. 

Comparing the twinned parables of the Chevalier of St. Louis and 
the Marquis d’E**** provides a frame from which the reader can interpret 
Sterne’s position on masculinity in relation to early capitalism. The Chevalier 
of St. Louis is encountered by Yorick on the street in the role of a Patisser. 
The transition from man of war to merchant is inexplicable to Yorick, and 
he describes the scenario as “impossible” (Sterne 66). Nevertheless, in 
considering the position of the Chevalier, Yorick views “his croix,” the item 
that signifies his high position of military service, and “his basket,” the marker 
of his status as merchant, as inseparable as they “w[eave] themselves into [his] 
brain” (66). Explaining how he came to occupy the role of a Patisser, the 
Chevalier asserts that “he felt no dishonor in defending [his wife] and himself 
from want in this way” (67). The Chevalier, like Yorick, does not separate the 
croix from the basket, viewing both as instruments of use in defence of himself 
and of his family. They are interwoven and bound up in his self-presentation 
as adornments and markers of his ability to occupy both roles of man of war 
and merchant simultaneously. The Chevalier’s ability to occupy multiple roles 
suggests that Sterne is interested in the transgression of typical performances. 
This character’s combined performances and the showing of “his croix which 
[catches] the eye of numbers” (67) lead to his ultimate financial redemption by 
the King, and allow him to shed his performance as merchant. Nevertheless, 
the fact that he is discovered while making this performance highlights the 
necessity and value of the performance of merchant to his redemption. 

With the Chevalier’s performance in mind, Yorick, and Sterne, turn 
their attention to the parable of the Marquis d’E****, who has similarly 
found himself in a low economic state. Desiring to “shew to the world some 
little fragments of what his ancestors had been”—a privileged performance 
of wealth and grandeur—the Marquis finds “no resource but commerce” 
(67-68) to remedy his and his family’s situation. Prior to entering a life of 
commerce, the Marquis is required to surrender his sword, an explicit symbol 
of his masculinity, “till better times put [him] in a position to reclaim it” (68)
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Like the Chevalier, the Marquis must rely on the performance of commercial 
acts in order to restore himself to a privileged position; however, unlike 
the Chevalier, he is barred from performing these positions simultaneously 
by the artificial, man-made laws of Court. He must trade in his sword—
emblematic of his manhood—to participate in the commercial acts necessary 
to restore himself to power. In this parable, commercial engagement and 
‘true masculinity’ are positioned as mutually exclusive modes of existence 
that cannot be embodied by an individual simultaneously. Yet, it is only 
“after years of successful application to business” (68) that the Marquis finds 
himself able to reclaim his position. The tension between commerce and 
masculinity is underscored in the Marquis’ discovery of rust on his sword 
upon unsheathing it; his masculinity has been corrupted as a result of neglect. 
The Marquis, moreover, proclaims that he “shall find […] some other way, to 
get it off” (69, emphasis added). Though the Marquis’ declaration is a bawdy 
punch line, clearly identifying the sword as penis, the joke of ejaculatory 
release carries deeper implications. The Marquis is interested in “other 
ways” of mediating his relationship to the rusted sword that will release 
him from its corruptibility, and the corruptibility of his masculinity. The 
willingness to be creative and refashion his relationship to the phallic sword 
represents a willingness to rethink his performance of masculinity as well as 
his performance of masculinity in relation to mercantile capitalism. Yorick 
has the last word on the twinned parables of the Chevalier of St. Louis and 
the Marquis d’E****, as he asserts that he “envied [the Marquis] his feelings” 
(69), evidencing a greater willingness on Yorick’s part to explore variform 
masculinities. Thus, the implication of these parables is that masculinity is 
bound up with commerce and financial gain, and that creative performances 
of masculinity are necessary in order to facilitate the restoration to glory, 
privilege, and wealth. 

Sterne uses the character of La Fleur to further expand upon the benefit 
of creative performance of masculinity for gain. Prior to his introduction to 
Yorick as servant, Yorick enumerates the factors by which he judges “person[s] 
that [he] is to govern,” which include the “gender” and the “poor[ness]” (26) 
of the servant. He is immediately attracted to La Fleur by his “genuine look 
and air,” indicating that La Fleur must be what Yorick calls “a poor devil” 
(26), but also that he might be somewhat feminine or differently gendered 
in his performance. La Fleur’s name, literally translating as “the flower,” also 
connotes a sense of femininity or delicateness. Yorick further describes La 
Fleur as having “a small cast of the coxcomb” (28), indicating a foppishness 
or vain self-conceit—typically feminized qualities. Despite these initial 

impressions, Yorick proceeds to compliment La Fleur on his steadfastness, 
dependability, and invariability—highly prized, masculinized traits—noting 
that he was “eternally the same” (28). Furthermore, Yorick admits an 
indebtedness to La Fleur, “reflecting [upon] how much [he] owe[s] to the 
complexional philosophy of this poor fellow” (28) and explicitly naming a 
gain received by partaking in this relationship. Yorick even concedes, after 
spending greater time with him, that his initial impressions were incorrect in 
assuming that La Fleur was a “coxcomb.” It is probable, however, that Yorick’s 
ideas of La Fleur changed more than La Fleur himself. If La Fleur is “eternally 
the same,” Yorick must be the one who changes in their relationship, coming 
to value and normalize La Fleur’s performativity. While La Fleur experiences 
explicit capital gain, stability, and employment through his relationship with 
the narrator, it is Yorick who truly benefits from La Fleur’s performance, 
demonstrating to Yorick the value of his “complexional philosophy.” When 
Yorick is nearly shamed for failing to observe the social nicety of sending a 
return letter to a lady, La Fleur takes his master’s failure upon himself to allow 
Yorick to save face, horrified that he “could be a wanting en egards vis a vis d’une 
femme [consideration for a woman]” (38). La Fleur adopts the masculine in his 
performance to save face, piling on uncharacteristically coarse curses—“Diable! 
Peste!”—while simultaneously shedding his ornaments—“a dirty cravat, a 
handkerchief, a comb” (38)—to affect the appearance of genuine forgetfulness 
that could only be associated with a man lacking consideration for feminine 
affectation and adornment. Parodying the masculine in this instance allows La 
Fleur, and by extension Yorick, to escape the situation with grace. As a master 
of performance incorporating both the masculine and feminine for gain, La 
Fleur embodies the use value of creative gender expression. 

Yorick’s encounter with the Monk at Calais reaffirms the relationship 
of creative gender expression with divergent performances of masculinity 
for gain, specifically in the context of early capitalism. The Monk at Calais 
is clearly aligned with the feminine; he is introduced by Yorick as bearing an 
“attitude of Intreaty” (5) that Yorick initially finds repulsive, despite his own 
self-identification as a man of sentiment who might relish the opportunity 
of displaying generosity to a person in need. It is important to note that 
the Monk is Catholic and that Yorick, being devoutly Protestant, might 
abstain from aiding the Monk on the basis of religious affiliation. Yet, this 
scene can also be read alongside a mirror account later in the text, in which 
Yorick encounters a young girl whom he gifts with money, describing her as 
possessing a “quiet, thankful sinking where the spirit bows itself down” (55). 
The Monk and the young girl are portrayed as possessing the same bearing 
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of want and entreaty, aligned in the performance of a feminized act. What 
Yorick finds repulsive in the Monk he conversely finds attractive in the girl, 
because she is enacting what he deems to be an appropriate performance of 
femininity and because he can exchange his generous display for a material 
commodity—namely, sex. The Monk has no such attractive commodity to 
exchange for Yorick’s money; however, Yorick’s encounters with the Monk 
at Calais present a turning point in his sentimental journey. Yorick, recording 
the encounter in retrospect, concedes that the Monk’s “attitude of Intreaty, as 
it now [stood] presented to [his] imagination, gained more than it lost by it” 
(5). Despite Yorick’s claim to a change of heart, possibly as a result of a deep 
reflection on sentiment as facilitated by his journey, the language of commerce 
is explicit here with the Monk’s bearing described in terms of gains and losses. 
During his second meeting with the Monk, the Monk does not beg from 
Yorick; rather, he approaches him with a token offering of snuff, requesting 
that Yorick partake from his horn box. Yorick, in turn, offers him a pinch 
from his own tortoise box along with the box itself as “the peace-offering of a 
man who once used [him] unkindly, but not from his heart” (17). Yorick and 
the Monk settle the encounter with an exchange of boxes, representing their 
goodwill towards each other. It is notable, however, that Yorick’s performance 
of sentiment to the Monk ultimately relies upon the Monk giving him 
something back in return. As such, it is not a true performance of sentiment 
or “benign generosity,” but rather a performance of commerce. Yorick gains 
the physical object of the box along with the goodwill of the Monk. Despite 
his insistence upon his self-identification as a man of sentiment, Yorick 
is more interested in what he can gain than what he can give. This may 
be why Yorick’s own mock-feminine performances are clumsier than the 
performances of the Chevalier of St. Louis, the Marquis d’E****, La Fleur, 
and the Monk. After the Monk dies, Yorick attends his grave, where he is 
overcome with apparent sentiment and “burst[s] into a flood of tears,” stating 
that he is “as weak as a woman” (18). Discounting the value of performances 
of masculinity that embrace the typically feminine, Yorick becomes the joke 
of the text: a parody of the feminine. His gains could not be accomplished 
without capitalizing on the women and feminized men that he encounters on 
his journey. Moreover, while he may gain materially, he loses credibility as a 
man of sentiment, thereby challenging the value of his sentimental journey. 

The divergent performances of masculinity in A Sentimental Journey 
Through France and Italy, as exemplified by the twinned parables of the 
Chevalier of St. Louis and the Marquis d’E****, as well as Yorick’s 
relationships with La Fleur and the Monk at Calais, reflect Sterne’s interest 

in creative gender expression. Interrogating the man of sentiment, Sterne 
finds use value in these performances in the context of capitalism, effectively 
binding creativity with commerce. Moreover, by populating his text with 
successful examples of gender performance that do not align with the typically 
masculine, Sterne highlights the necessity of different bodies to the machinery 
of capitalism and empire, indicating the profitability of non-conformance and 
transgressive performance. While Sterne’s depiction of the capitalization of 
bodies seemingly counters Brown’s critique of ongoing imperial oppression, 
a consideration of the bodies of men and the performance of variform 
masculinities supports Brown’s poststructuralist reading. Sterne establishes 
that masculinity, like femininity, is fluid and changeable, socially constructed, 
and deployed to gain power and privilege. Rather than reifying an essential 
and original nature, as Pope attempted in his work, Sterne problematizes 
the idea of the “natural” by taking up the man of sentiment and establishing 
him as an invention of his time that can be both glorified and parodied. 
Sterne’s preoccupation with gender and its relationship to capitalism and 
imperialism, and Brown’s reading of the anxieties invested in feminized 
bodies in eighteenth-century literature, are relevant to similar discussions 
in our contemporary moment. By taking up the bodies of both men and 
women performing variations on masculinity and femininity across the 
gender spectrum, it is possible to restore the humanity and dignity stripped 
from bodies objectified in the name of empire and to attempt a meaningful 
reading “in the direction of gender and empire,” locating and privileging their 
histories and performances. 
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“A Remarkable Document”: Writing’s 
Materiality and the Presentation of Truth in 
The Woman in White

Meg Ready-Walters

Meg’s paper was written for ENG324Y, a course on fiction from 
1832-1900, and examines the formal and thematic significance of the 
materiality of writing in Wilkie Collins’ The Woman in White. Structured as 
a compilation of formally diverse ‘narratives,’ the novel’s prominent concern 
with writing’s materiality and malleability, as the paper argues, functions in 
tandem with a subtle but pervasive query into the very nature of truth. As 
the novel progresses, Collins slowly reveals an undercurrent of corruption 
that is reflected and, indeed, initiated in the manipulation of textual 
documentation. Raising our readerly suspicions about writing’s unreliability, 
transience, and subjectivity, Collins ultimately questions the authority given 
to textual documentation and presents a reconfigured notion of truth itself.   

While Bleak House is, as J. Hillis Miller famously claimed, “a 
document about the interpretation of documents” (179), The 

Woman in White is a document about the manipulation of documents. 
Indeed, Wilkie Collins’ novel is composed of documents themselves. In its 
structural conceit as a compilation of formally diverse ‘narratives’—personal 
accounts, letters, diary entries, a postscript, a confession, even the engraving 
on a tombstone—the novel is self-consciously written on paper rather than 
spoken out loud. Walter, embodying both hero and editor, asserts that the 

novel’s being “told by more than one pen” guarantees the revelation of 
truth “in its most direct and most intelligible aspect” (Collins 3). While, 
superficially, the novel adheres to this testament—its intricately spun crime-
plot concluding with the re-establishment of Laura’s identity—Collins’ 
emphasis on the materiality of writing ultimately subverts Walter’s assertion. 
This paper will argue that the novel’s prominent concern with writing’s 
materiality and malleability functions in tandem with a subtle but pervasive 
query into the very nature of truth. Raising our suspicions about writing’s 
unreliability, transience, and subjectivity, Collins questions the authority of 
textual evidence and reconfigures the notion of truth itself.

The novel, structured as Walter’s presentation of evidence, is a 
remarkable example of the unquestioned social and legal authority of 
writing. Additional instances pervade the novel: legally binding documents, 
such as the wedding settlement and Percival’s mysterious document, seal 
the fate of Laura’s fortune. Similarly, Laura’s own fate lies in the pages of 
all-powerful documentation. Mr. Fairlie, in fact, refuses to acknowledge her 
existence in the face of the amassed textual evidence supporting her death. 
Walter even considers the “practical test of her handwriting” (444), with the 
somewhat ludicrous notion that her writing might provide stronger evidence 
for her existence than her physical person. Indeed, Laura remains effectively 
dead until the textual evidence is amended, a point symbolized by the 
alteration of the “narrative of the tombstone”: a “throng of villagers [collect] 
round the grave” waiting “till those three words, ‘Laura, Lady Glyde,’ [have] 
vanished from sight” (493). In the novel, truth exists in textual rather than 
corporeal form, the textual reinstatement of truth proving more important 
than Laura’s physical restoration.

As textual documents are thus unreasonably and blindly trusted, the 
ability to manipulate a text is immensely powerful, becoming, in effect, 
the ability to create new, alternative truths. It follows that the crimes of 
the central conspiracy are primarily accomplished through documentary 
manipulation. Laura, for instance, is persuaded to leave for London when 
shown “her uncle’s letter of invitation,” and is later committed to the 
Asylum by “the order and certificates” and “Percival’s letter” (484-86). 
Perhaps the most notable instance of textual manipulation is Percival’s 
unauthorized entry in the marriage registry. It is Walter’s comparison of 
documents—the register and its incriminating copy—that exposes the 
forgery. In the register, the entry is “in no respect remarkable except for 
the narrowness of the space into which it was compressed at the bottom 
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of the page” (396). In the copy, however, there is “[not] a vestige of the 
entry [but] a blank space,” and as Walter writes, “[that] space [tells] the 
whole story” (403). A physical gap in the writing proves the entry to have 
been a later addition, and thus a forgery. Collins’ depiction of the material 
incongruence of the documents suggests that writing is, in fact, tangible 
and inconstant rather than permanent; texts can be manipulated, false 
evidence can be created, and truth can be rewritten. Mrs. Catherick recalls 
“[Percival] getting the ink the right colour [...] practising the handwriting. 
But he succeeded in the end, and made an honest woman of his mother after 
she was dead in her grave” (422). Here, Percival’s forged entry is equated 
to a reconstruction of truth, in which he creates a new past and “makes an 
honest woman of his mother after she is dead.” His ability to meticulously 
recreate the register’s ink colour and handwriting gives Percival a new 
identity. Having control over writing is ultimately equivalent to power; the 
manipulation of writing allows one to rewrite time itself and thus construct 
alternative historical truths.

Fosco’s villainy is likewise accomplished and finally exposed 
through the materiality of writing and its manipulation. Like Percival, 
Fosco’s power lies in his total control over documents. In addition to his 
interception of Marian’s letters, his unauthorized postscript in her diary 
represents a literal breach of the physical boundaries imposed by her private 
writing space. The material presence of the postscript is an allegorical 
representation of the corporeal and interpersonal boundaries breached 
in the conspiracy: the unconscious Marian is transferred to a secluded 
wing of Blackwater Park, and Laura, also unconscious, is confined in the 
Asylum. Fosco’s invasive appropriation of Marian’s diary has, in fact, been 
considered “tantamount to textual rape” (Delafield 142). Indeed, the 
suggestion of lasting physical damage is illustrated textually in the form of 
Fosco’s ‘flourishing’ signature, through which he leaves his permanent and 
unauthorized mark.

Fosco’s writing of the confession is arguably the novel’s climactic scene: 

[He wrote] in so large and bold a hand, and with such 
wide spaces between the lines, that he reached the 
bottom of the slip in not more than two minutes [...] 
Slip after slip, by dozens, by fifties, by hundreds, flew 

over his shoulders on either side of him till he had 
snowed himself up in paper all round his chair. [...] 
At four o’clock I heard a sudden splutter of the pen, 
indicative of the flourish with which he signed his 
name. “Bravo!” he cried, springing to his feet with the 
activity of a young man, and looking me straight in the 
face with a smile of superb triumph. (Collins 471-72)

Collins portrays the act of writing as a physically arduous process of artistry 
and creation ending in “triumph.” Fosco’s handwriting is “large and bold,” 
with “wide spaces between the lines,” suggesting that he is more concerned 
with appearance than content. This is further demonstrated by the 
document’s paratextuality: the pages are “strung together with a bodkin and 
a piece of string” before he revises them, writing “all the titles and honours 
by which he [is] personally distinguished at the head of the first page” (472). 
With this depiction of the document’s materiality as highly stylized, Collins 
implies that its content perpetrates a similar fictionalization of the past and of 
Fosco’s character. The whimsical image of Fosco “snowed up” by his own 
pages reflects the way in which he figuratively envelops himself within a 
textually constructed façade.

The appropriation and manipulation of authoritative, evidentiary 
writing, then, is equated to the reconstruction of truth. Percival’s added 
entry in the register is an overt textual manipulation, and Fosco’s postscript 
and confession are likewise indicative of the subversion and perversion of 
texts for personal benefit. It is through the consideration of such palpable 
instances of unauthorized writerly manipulation alongside the novel’s 
other written texts—the narratives—that the notion of truth is wholly 
reconfigured. The various writers frequently interrupt their narratives to 
comment on the present moments from which they write. Mr. Fairlie speaks 
of “the annoyance of being called upon to write” (266). Walter writes “self-
distrustfully, with the shadows of after-events darkening the very paper [he] 
write[s] on” (18), and is later absorbed by “The water-colour drawing that 
[he] made of Laura Fairlie [that] lies on [his] desk while [he] write[s]” (37). 
In one entry, Marian notes how her “fingers burn as [she] write[s]” (137), 
while in another, falling ill, she writes of how “the lines all run together” 
(263). Such narrative breaks serve as reminders of the indelible relationship 
between the narrative and narrator, and thus the subjective bias of each 
narrative voice.
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Any narrative is an unreliable source of evidence because of its inherent 
subjectivity. Collins’ detailed depictions of the formations of written letters on 
the page are imagistic emblems of this subjectivity. Handwriting’s appearance, 
its readerly effects, and its unique stylizations expose certain characteristics 
unique to the writer. Even the word ‘character’ itself seems to signify both 
one’s interiority and one’s handwriting. The mentally underdeveloped and 
disturbed Anne, for instance, has “strange handwriting” that is “traced on 
ruled lines, in the cramped, conventional, copy-book character technically 
termed ‘small hand.’ It [is] feeble and faint, and defaced by blots” (61). 
Her writing is a physical extension of her interior instability. The image 
of a cramped, small hand is reflective of both her mental state as well as 
the corporeal effects of physical captivity. The egotistical, superficial, and 
effeminate Mr. Fairlie writes with a correspondingly “beautiful regularity 
and neatness of character, in violet-coloured ink, on note-paper as smooth 
as ivory” (84). Mrs. Catherick, in her letter to Walter, disguises her 
handwriting, although even this concealment is revelatory. Collins replicates 
her constructed social veneer in her falsified handwriting. Fosco’s “large, bold, 
and firmly regular” handwriting is likewise deliberately stylized, as evidenced 
by his signature in which “the initial letter F [is] surrounded by a circle of 
intricate flourishes” (354). The excessive boldness of Fosco’s flourishes is 
emblematic of his overt villainy. In its materiality, handwriting is a process of 
embodiment and a means of self-characterization. Handwriting is a physical 
extension of one’s inner self and can either expose the essence of a character 
or, when manipulated, the characteristics one consciously aims to embody; 
Collins’ depiction of the materiality of handwriting illustrates the subjectivity 
of the writing process. 

The novel’s emphasis on the materiality of writing exposes the 
writer’s bias, and reveals all writing to be, on some level, a manipulated 
and fictionalized version of the truth. The novel itself is a contained web 
of self-referential textuality. While its overarching narrative exposes the 
villainous manipulations of texts, the novel’s formal conceit, positioning 
Walter as the editorial overseer, suggests a more complex notion of truth 
and its presentation. The narratives are in themselves subjective accounts; 
indeed, Walter’s structural and editorial enforcements are akin to the 
controlling writerly manipulations of Fosco and Percival. Walter selects 
from and qualifies the documents to the extent that the novel is, in fact, told 
through his perspective. Like Percival and Fosco, he manipulates writing for 
his own benefit. Fosco’s confession, styled as a “last legacy” (487), perverts 
and reconstructs truth; it is, as Fosco says, a “remarkable document” (487). 

Beginning to write, Fosco tells Walter: “One of the rarest of all the intellectual 
accomplishments that a man can possess is the grand faculty of arranging his 
ideas. Immense privilege! I possess it. Do you?” (471). And so he does. As 
Fosco arranges his ideas, Walter manipulates and arranges the novel’s textual 
narratives. Thus, Walter creates his own “remarkable document” that presents 
a subjective version of the truth, if not a deliberate reconstruction of the past.
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Bridging the Parallax Gap in Asian-Canadian 
Literature: Thought and Being in Fred Wah’s 
Diamond Grill

Mariam J. Sheikh

The purpose of this paper is to read Fred Wah’s Diamond Grill in the 
context of Guy Beauregard’s examination of Asian-Canadian literature as an 
“obscene supplement” in the postcolonial space of Canadian literature. One 
current threat to Asian-Canadian literature is that its literary representation 
and interpretation might transcend the actual sociopolitical circumstances and 
experiences of the very individuals it aims to represent. The space of the novel 
provides a fertile soil in which new identities can be nurtured and nourished 
within the safety of its pages; however, it is also a dangerous space because of 
its vulnerability to false representation. It risks the potential creation of new 
stereotypes into which the individual can be coerced. Advancing this argument, 
the paper will explore Slavoj Žižek’s “parallax gap” to analyze the function of the 
greater narrative of Asian-Canadian writing in literary and social dimensions. 
Analysis of this issue is of extreme importance because Asian-Canadian 
literature currently stimulates a “short circuit” reading, a phrase that Žižek 
coins to describe the disjunction between ideology and reality. Wah’s novel 
provides excellent material for this broader analysis through its thematization of 
the hyphen and its emphasis on the hyphenated identities of individuals from 
multigenerational immigrant families; the hyphen is capable of both truncating 
and expanding an individual’s identity. By analyzing both the hyphen and 
the parallax gap within Asian-Canadian literature, this essay will discuss this 
literature’s power to reshape the current cultural mosaic to encompass a larger, 
broader reality for the individual Asian-Canadian identity. This is a call for the 
silent hyphen to become “noisy,” as Wah proposes in Diamond Grill.

Asian-Canadian studies are emerging as both a critical and social guide 
to understanding the evolution of the immigrant narrative. Fred Wah’s 

Diamond Grill exemplifies this through its stream-of-consciousness narration, 
which is shown to evolve as the text progresses. Introduced as a “biotext” 
(Wah, Acknowledgements) and later called a “biofiction” (177), this book 
exemplifies a second-generation immigrant’s identity crisis in the face of 
racism in a “multicultural” society. While Wah demonstrates an appreciation 
for the multitude of ethnicities trying to inhabit the same Canadian space, he 
also proposes a kind of leaping into new, hybrid identity by rediscovering the 
old. Through the shifting of perspective between the consciousness of Wah 
and that of his father, the reader is presented with the threads of an interwoven 
textual reality that undermines the normative stereotypes of Asian-Canadian 
identity. However, it is precisely this seemingly constructive act of leaping 
into new identity that presents the problem of the “parallax gap.” The word 
parallax, as a metaphor, is employed to illustrate an apparent displacement in 
the position of an object caused by a shift in the observational position of the 
subject (OED). An exploration of the Žižekian notion of the parallax gap, in 
conjunction with Beauregard’s critique of the function of Asian-Canadian 
literature in both academic and social spaces, will shed light on the disjunction 
between being and thought in Asian-Canadian communities. There needs to 
be a bridge to close the short circuit between the ideological reading of Asian-
Canadian literature and the reality of individuals in the community. This is 
a call for the silent hyphen in the hybrid Asian-Canadian identity to become 
“noisy” (Wah 180), as proposed by Wah in Diamond Grill.

Wah illustrates the evolution of multigenerational immigrant identity 
by presenting minute changes in his use of language. Through the use 
of terms such as “high mucka(muck)” (68), “mucka high” (120), and 
“mucka hi” (164), Wah presents the fluidity of culture and the clashing 
of languages between Japanese, Aboriginal, and Canadian speakers as 
various ethnicities try to occupy the same space. Spoken primarily by 
Wah’s grandfather, this constantly shifting expression plays on the semiotic 
formula of signifier, signified, and signification: the signifier belongs to the 
language of First Nations (68), its signified relates to the white-hegemonic 
notions of class (69), and its signification is heavily entrenched in the 
“vocabulary of colonial interaction, the code-switching talkee-talkee of 
the contact zone” (68). Wah notes that when he hears his
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grampa talk like that, high muckamuck […] he’s 
sliding Chinese words into English words just to have 
a little fun. He has fun alright but now I realize he 
also enjoys the dissonance of encounter, the resonance 
of clashing tongues, his own membership in the 
diasporic and nomadic intersections. (68)

Wah here employs a self-aware metalanguage while discussing the implications 
of his grandfather’s use of a term as simple as “high muckamuck.” In 
contemplating the phrase, young Wah sees the expression as a combination of 
Chinese and English, the two cultures that are referenced by the expression 
but have nothing to do with its roots. By employing it, however, Wah suggests 
that this “code switching of the contact zone” between Japanese and Canadian 
identity is what permits Grandpa Wah his membership into the “diasporic 
intersection.” The text suggests that the only way to validate and legitimize 
one’s space as an immigrant in Canada is by creating a harmonious experience 
within the historical context of this contact zone. Wah demonstrates an 
appreciation for the various iterations of the same Chinook terminology; 
simultaneously, however, the reader recognizes how language leaps to generate 
new ways of speaking. This exemplifies the ways in which new, hybrid 
identities emerge as a result of rediscovering the past.

Wah situates himself in two different spaces of consciousness: his own 
individual one, and that of his multilayered, multicultural heritage. This 
is done in order to expound upon the racialized individual’s experience 
of identity exploration. Fred Jr. feels an impulse to jump into his father’s 
consciousness, beginning when he sees the bear eating cherries, “one of 
the first times” the narrator “become[s]” his father (12). Some of the most 
significant lines of the book occur in this dynamic scene of shifting identities:

I feel decanting through my body his ocean […] 
this is, in me, part of some same helical sentence we 
both occupy, the asynchronous grains of sand along 
a double-helix dream time track, the déjà vu of body, 
skin and fur and eyes, a brief intersection of animal 
coordinates. Synapse and syntax. (12)

In describing the physicality of the DNA helix, Wah paints the 
multigenerational Asian-Canadian identity by presenting his experience in 
Canada as being inextricably linked to that of his father. While each individual 
experiences life in a different time period—through “asynchronous grains of 

sand”—each is affected by “the déjà vu of body, skin and fur and eyes.” The 
pinnacle of the interwoven textual reality described in the pages of Diamond Grill 
is best expressed as “synapse and syntax.” The synapses in the text are the places 
where the father’s and son’s lives overlap, while the syntaxes are what fill and 
differentiate the space between the double-helical arrangements of their lives. 
The moments of overlap between Wah’s and his father’s lives illustrate a cultural 
stagnation, brought about by their shared biology (“body, skin, and fur and 
eyes”), forcing one generation to occupy the same space as the one before it due 
to their racial classification. The space of syntax represents divergence between 
their lives; it denotes Wah’s leeway to play with and explore his identity in a way 
that differentiates him from his father.

The power of Wah’s book lies in its flexibility and willingness to be 
applied to the greater context of Asian-Canadian literature as a whole. His 
perception of moving in and out of consciousness with another person can be 
extrapolated into the wider academic discourse of Asian-Canadian literature, in 
which the author and reader must learn to situate themselves in various times 
and places in order to fully engage with diasporic experiences. The book’s 
pliability is tested by Guy Beauregard’s criticism:

[A] “coming to voice” argument fails to investigate 
the terms on which and through which certain texts 
are admitted into the circuits of Canadian publishing, 
reviewing, teaching, and so on. In short, the “coming 
to voice” argument, despite (or perhaps even because 
of) its celebratory tone, fails to consider the potential 
containment of cultural difference in a Canadian 
“multiculturalism.” (“The Emergence of ‘Asian 
Canadian Literature’”)

Beauregard here argues that the “coming to voice” narrative is not to be 
commended for advancing the social identity of Asian-Canadians; rather, it 
is another tile in the mosaic of white multiculturalism. It is a discourse whose 
post-colonial language uses racialized or ethnic narratives as an “obscene 
supplement” (“The Emergence of ‘Asian Canadian Literature’”) to its 
multicultural ideology. Beauregard also notes that the rise of “coming to voice” 
narratives does not address the exclusion of these same voices from academic 
teaching. He expounds the term “Asian-Canadian [as an] analytic category and 
not an identity” (Beauregard, “Asian Canadian Studies” 12), and differentiates 
the literary analysis and social experience of post-colonial narratives, ultimately 
presenting a gap between the ideology and reality of Asian-Canadian literature.
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The gap between thought and being within the Asian-Canadian 
community is an extremely significant and delicate space, and is most accurately 
understood within the context of Žižek’s theory of the parallax gap. The 
parallax gap deals with the ontological and epistemological disjunction between 
subject and object, which in this case are the author and literature, respectively. 
It arises as a result of the flawed dialectical approach, which naturally assumes 
that the combination of a thesis and antithesis will result in their synthesis. In 
his critique of the Hegelian triad, Žižek argues that rather than resulting in 
synthesis, this dialectical approach merely results in an “epistemological shift”: 
“subject and object are inherently ‘mediated,’ so that the ‘epistemological’ shift 
in the subject’s point of view always reflects an ‘ontological’ shift on the object 
itself” (17). For Kant, these two positions—the thesis and antithesis—are 
entirely irreconcilable (Johnston 121), and so Žižek posits this irreconcilable 
“ontological difference [as] itself the ultimate parallax which conditions our very 
access to reality” (10). Access to one’s material reality is conditioned due to the 
nature of the subject’s inclusion in the object whose reality at stake. Thus, the 
“frame is always-already redoubled: the frame within ‘reality’ is always linked 
to another frame enframing ‘reality’ itself” (Žižek 29). The occurrence of this 
doubled reality results in an “impossible short circuit” (29) in the place where 
synthesis was previously assumed to occur. Applying this Žižekian paradigm 
to Asian-Canadian literature, the author or reader, who sits and observes the 
diasporic experience from the periphery of the novel, is not merely an observer 
of the events taking place, but an active subject within the plot itself. Thus, any 
shift in perspective from the narrator, author, or reader will indubitably cause a 
shift in the apparent position of the object of the text. This creates a framework 
that is impossible to navigate: on the one hand, the author-narrator function 
is the only lens through which an honest account of diasporic experience and 
identity crisis is to be perceived; on the other hand, if this lens is no longer 
positioned outside the text, but exists within it, the truth being presented will 
always be tainted by the experience of the narrator. This results in the “short 
circuit” of the epistemological shift.

To help ease the tension of this paradoxical disjunction between the 
subject and object of Asian-Canadian literature, Beauregard theorizes that this 
gap is not merely a void impossible to fill. Instead, he suggests that this gap is 
already inhabited: it is the site of institutionalized control over the expression 
of multiculturalism, defining constraints on ethnic and racial difference (“The 
Emergence of ‘Asian Canadian Literature’”). This, he proposes, is the barrier 
between literary analysis and social experience of post-colonial narratives, 
between the ideology and reality of Asian-Canadian literature. The reason 

why the subject’s gaze is so heavily implicated in the object itself is because 
it prevents the subject from discoursing itself outside the realm of its own 
interpellated existence. The space for “multicultural” literature is designated 
within a particular department in academia, and is not presented in a more 
inclusive setting, where all voices are represented. The current threat to Asian-
Canadian literature is that the reading of the literary narrative will far surpass 
the actual sociopolitical circumstances of most Asian-Canadian people today. 
Beauregard is calling for a genuine redress of the Asian-Canadian community 
to employ “intellectual strategies” to create a broader reading. This involves 
a deconstruction of the hegemonic discourse on Asian-Canadian literature, 
which in the process will grant agency (Beauregard, “Rattling a Noisy 
Hyphen” 171)—or as Roy Miki would call it, “Asiancy” (Beauregard, “The 
Emergence of ‘Asian Canadian Literature’”)—to its writers, bringing them 
out of the marginalized space they currently occupy in the “post”-colonial 
study of Asian-Canadian literature.

Beauregard sees in Diamond Grill the perfect tools to redefine the gap 
and transform the power plays of races in our increasingly hybrid society. In 
“Rattling a Noisy Hyphen,” he identifies the symbolic hyphen in Wah’s book 
as the site of  “cultural negotiation” (172), which is a metaphor made literal by 
the swinging doors of Diamond Grill’s kitchen. To put this interpretation into 
perspective, it helps to return to the opening scene of Wah’s book, in which he 
indulges the reader in a preview of the text’s main issues, the largest of them 
being the dislocation of Asian-Canadian heritage: “Maps don’t have beginnings, 
just edges. Some frayed and hazy margin of possibility, absence, gap. Shouts 
in the kitchen” (Wah 1). This excerpt is essentially the thesis of Wah’s book, 
which proposes the role of the hyphen as the mediator that will connect the 
disconnected Occident and Orient. Frequently portrayed with North America 
on the far left and East Asia on the far right, the world map literally embodies 
the disjunction between these two components of Asian-Canadian identity. 
Wah’s hyphen therefore seeks to bridge the gap between the “frayed and hazy 
margins” in order to bring to the foreground any possibility of reconciliation 
between these disjointed identities.

The reader first finds Wah crossing this threshold in his opening of the 
café on early mornings for his father: “ready Freddy, open up with a good 
swift toe to the wooden slab that swings between the Occident and the Orient 
to break the […] silence that is a hyphen and the hyphen is the door” (16). 
Wah then illustrates the implications of permitting himself to make noise 
while crossing the doors noisily:
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Those doors take quite a beating […] It’s so nifty 
when I discover how they work […] When I first start 
working in the café I love to wallop that brass as hard 
as I can. But my dad warns me early not to make such 
a noise because that disturbs the customers […] But 
when we get real busy, all [of us] will let loose in the 
shape and cacophony[,] the kicker of desire hidden 
in the isochronous torso,[…] a vital percussion, a 
critical persuasion, a playful permission fast and loud, 
WhapBamBoom!—feels so good. (21)

Here, the reader understands the hybrid individual’s natural tendency to 
skilfully cross back and forth over the threshold of the door-hyphen. The 
noisiness of this movement represents the unleashing of the repressed, 
marginalized individual, who—prior to travelling through the hyphen—was 
only able to inhabit that “hazy margin.” In the final scene of this book, Wah’s 
father, like Fred Jr., opens the café. When Fred Sr. “jars it open[,] the door 
clangs and rattles a noisy hyphen between the muffled winter outside and the 
silence of the warm and waiting kitchen inside” (176). It is made clear that 
their unleashing of “shouts in the kitchen” has permitted the interpellated 
individuals to have voices, while simultaneously “muffling” the critical gaze 
of the hegemonic perspective, “the winter outside.” Wah’s hyphen not only 
serves to bridge the gap between Occident and Orient, but also rescues the 
disjunction between thought and being suggested by the Žižekian parallax gap 
by undermining the constructed site of the white multicultural mosaic.

Wah presents the hyphen as the site that will initiate the bridging of the 
parallax gap, the gap between the ontological and epistemological spheres that 
span the Asian-Canadian identity. Asian-Canadian literature is itself situated 
in the domain of the broader category of Canadian literature, and it is this fact 
that shapes the subject-object relationship between the writers and critics who 
engage with Asian-Canadian literature. Because the subject is always-already 
involved, is always-already at stake in the reading of the object of criticism, 
Asian-Canadian literature is heavily shaped by the parallax view, the double 
reality illustrated by Žižek. The relationship between reality and literature in 
the diasporic narratives of the Asian-Canadian experience can be characterized 
by Wah’s image of synapse and syntax. Wah’s description of sharing 
consciousness with his father presents both the necessity and the dangers 
of convergence and divergence between multigenerational perspectives in 
racialized families. Beauregard suggests that one must use the hyphen as a 
tool to simultaneously silence the critical hegemonic gaze and unleash the 

repressed diasporic voices that lie in the marginalized spaces of the text. Only 
through this deconstruction of the current white-multiculturalist mosaic will 
Asian-Canadian literature become relieved of its struggle to honestly represent 
the voices of the socio-political reality of individuals in the Asian-Canadian 
community. In its pursuit of truth and honest re-presentation, the hyphen can 
eliminate the parallax gap by releasing the author-critic from his/her current 
subjective position. This act of retooling the hyphen will re-produce the space 
of the novel, creating a fertile soil on which new identities can be nurtured and 
nourished in the safety of its pages. This form of representation will prevent 
the dangers and susceptibility of falling into false representation, and will 
ultimately subvert the emergence of new stereotypes into which the Asian-
Canadian individual is coerced.
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The Displacement of Return: Examining the 
Transnational Space of War and Trauma in 
Hannah Moscovitch’s This Is War

Philippe Pamela Dungao

This paper explores Hannah Moscovitch’s play This Is War (2013) by 
examining the disjunction between the preoccupations of contemporary 
policies and their effects on human experience. Circuiting the experience 
of violence and trauma as it occupies the transnational space of warfare, 
the play privileges the figure of the returned soldier. It positions the body, 
in relation to memory and injury, as a transnational site. Drawing upon 
critical literature on trauma theory, this paper analyzes the play’s form, 
which provides its narrative framework as the text attempts to grapple 
with the abstractions of conflict. “Conflict and trauma render the returned 
soldier displaced within the continuous cycle of a global military complex, 
making the solider both witness to and agent of warfare, and ultimately 
contesting the traditions of the Canadian military as peacekeepers in the 
Afghanistan counter-insurgency operations.” While the infliction of 
bodily wounds and trauma therefore becomes a marker of experiential 
difference for the returned soldier, this paper investigates how the play’s 
representation of war aims to engage in the transformation of individual 
trauma so as to incite collective engagement. 

Written by Hannah Moscovitch, This Is War (2013) examines the 
consequences of Canadian foreign policy through the figure of the 

returned soldier. Seen as a symbol of patriotism, the figure of the soldier 
attaches itself to broader narratives of nationalism as an icon of the nation, 
this status being attributed via the soldier’s display of moral obligations 
and practice of good citizenship (Arielli and Collins 8). Set within the 
context of the Canadian military’s participation in the Afghan war as 
counter-insurgence fighters (Jones 28), This Is War challenges this site of 
nationalism as it privileges the traumatized individual, battle-worn and 
scarred. The figure of the soldier as a national icon is thus tested, as the 
returned soldier is fashioned as a transnational subject—one that is rooted 
in and routed by the experiences of war, ultimately de-territorialized by 
trauma. By use of monologues, the play forces the returned soldier and the 
audience to revisit the brutality and violence of the battlefield, as well as 
the central characters’ complicity with life and death, the narrative hinging 
on the retelling of the events following a single incident that transforms 
individual trauma into a collective experience. In focusing on various 
instances of trauma in This is War as they are recollected from characters’ 
memory and approached by the characters and the audience, this essay 
aims to determine the ways in which the conception of transnational 
spaces has been rethought and expanded, as well as to uncover the 
experiences resulting from the global circulation of an increasing military 
complex. Moreover, this essay also aims to examine the difficulties and 
conflicts of grappling with the displaced body of the returned soldier, 
by engaging with the study of post-traumatic stress disorders amongst 
returned soldiers through the trauma exemplified in This is War.

In order to determine the ways in which the notion of transnational 
spaces has been rethought and expanded to include the returned soldier’s 
individual trauma, it is necessary to begin by examining how This is War 
functions to manifest the returned soldier’s body as confronted with 
trauma. Following Jackson, Crang, and Dwyer’s configuration of the 
transnational space, this essay extends the transnational space beyond 
“material geographies,” like globalized goods and labour, and pushes into 
“symbolic and imaginary geographies” (Jackson, Crang et al. 3), which 
articulate the experience of the transnational subject. In relation to This 
is War, the transnational space may be viewed as an “oscillating dialectic” 
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(7-8) that attempts to grapple with the movement between the settled 
and the unsettled, highlighting the ways in which transnationalism 
binds individuals to the subjectivity of attachment to and in place. For 
the soldiers within the play, this subjectivity of attachment lies in their 
experiences of conflict in Panjawaii and its relation to their memories, 
as attached with and separated by their ideas of home in Canada. While 
the body of the soldier is literally displaced in the continuous campaign 
of increasing military mobilization, the transnational space rests not just 
in the physical movement of bodies, but also within viewing the soldier’s 
individual body as a transnational site.

In Unclaimed Experience: Trauma, Narrative, and History, Caruth defines 
trauma as a “wound not inflicted upon the body but upon the mind” (3), 
a definition particularly relevant to the narrative construction of This is 
War, which aims to extend its representation of the soldier’s experience of 
violence and trauma beyond the corporeal. The fragmentation and terseness 
of the play’s written dialogue, coupled with the use of repetition in said 
dialogue, reveal the characters’ use of coping mechanisms to mentally 
grapple with the vestiges of war. However, the play also challenges Caruth’s 
definition of trauma by presenting the soldier’s body as a transnational 
space. It examines the physical traumas of wartime conflict, particularly 
in its representation of sex and Jonny’s injuries. In its examination of the 
soldier’s mental and physical traumas, this essay also aims to address the 
function of theatre in This is War as a medium that engages with the notion 
of “collective trauma” (Zarowsky and Pedersen 292), further demonstrating 
the ways in which the conception of transnational spaces has been rethought 
and expanded. While the mental and physical suffering of the soldier is a 
“kind of violence that the rest of us cannot comprehend” (Jones 26), the 
play challenges its audience to confront the experiences of war alongside the 
soldier, as well as to grapple with the difficulties and conflicts that result from 
the displaced body of the returned soldier.

Formatted as a series of individual interviews that frame each of the 
characters’ monologues, memory becomes crucial in the construction of 
the play’s narrative as essentially fragmented, edited, and mobilized by 
repetition in an attempt to understand the events of the 24-hour joint 
operation. Reliance upon the soldiers’ memory is problematic, and even 

more so as the “pieces of the interviews” have been “edited together by 
the journalist” (Moscovitch 3). The narrative of This is War therefore 
relies on the fragments of memory as a means to fill in the empty censored 
gaps retold by the soldiers. Memory functions as the transnational space 
wherein the theatrics of war unfold. The play’s liminal stage directions—
“Shift: memory”—are exemplary of the way memory plays a crucial role in 
presenting the traumatized soldier’s experiences, providing explicit context 
for what remains unsaid in the characters’ monologues. As Tanya recounts 
the night before the joint op, her monologue is disrupted by the shift of 
the narrative into the sphere of memory, a shift representative of Tanya’s 
mind as a transnational space. The scene in the mess tent set in Panjawaii 
is a fluid progression of events, as it follows Tanya and Hughes playing a 
game of poker, Hughes later making sexual advances towards Tanya. It is 
therefore important to note the disruption that occurs once Hughes begins 
to start kissing Tanya, just after she attempts to refuse him:

HUGHES leans in to kiss her or pull her clothes off on 
the table. There’s an escalation of sexuality. Then there’s 
a shift: we’re back to the interview.

MCPL. TANYA YOUNG:
(flustered) Yeah sorry I heard you I’m trying to remember 
exactly what happened last night
We

Beat.

Nothing
Nothing happened
We played a couple of rounds
Me and the sergeant
I won the game
I used to play with my mom

[…]

I wasn’t in a big hurry for the game to end—

Shift: memory.

We’re in the mess tent at night, moments later. HUGHES is 
testing his knee. TANYA is fixing up her clothes. (16-17)
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Tanya’s monologue disrupts the scene as Tanya recollects it, just moments 
before Hughes starts to “pull her clothes off.” Fragmented into short, 
broken phrases, Tanya’s monologue stands as a substitute for her memory, 
a hindrance to the actual recollection of the sexual intercourse. Sex, 
therefore, between Tanya and Hughes is as implied as her dubious consent 
— it is written off, filled in by the monologue that instead recounts 
a different memory of Tanya and her drunkard mother playing cards. 
Poignantly, it is a memory that is no less scarring than the memory of her 
and Hughes in the mess tent. Yet, while the sexual intercourse between 
Tanya and Hughes is left strongly implied, what remains unsaid in the 
stage direction becomes indicative of the way the narrative construction of 
the play not only relies on memory, but more specifically on the ability of 
the character to remember. The “beat” that separates “We” and “nothing” 
is a gap of hesitation. It is Tanya’s refusal to speak about and, therefore, 
revisit the illicit sexual intercourse between her and Hughes—a traumatic 
moment from her memory that she is not willing to remember and 
chooses to omit. 

Furthermore, there is a stark contrast between the interview 
monologue and the dialogue between Tanya and Hughes as recalled by 
Tanya. While Tanya’s monologue acts to substitute the memory of her 
and Hughes’ intercourse inside the mess tent, her monologue and her lack 
of articulation reflect her inability to coherently and cohesively recollect. 
This is exemplified in the above-cited passage, in which there is a lack of 
punctuation. Phrases are separated only by dashes and are indented into 
new lines that are disjointed and detached from the preceding lines, thus 
broken and remote. Moreover, Tanya’s inability to articulate signifies the 
tensions between both the incompleteness and the unsettling overflow 
of disjointed thought. In the “Punctuation Note” (which precedes the 
text of the play), Moscovitch notes the importance of placement (or lack 
thereof) of punctuation in the dialogue. She suggests that the dash has 
three functions, two of which can be seen in the last two lines of Tanya’s 
monologue: “(1) A dash at the end of a line of dialogue indicates a cut-
off, (2) A dash in the middle of dialogue indicates a quick change in 
thought or a stutter” (VI). The fragmentation of speech, therefore, implies 
the individual’s attempt at articulation, but the desire to remember, as 
well as—more importantly—the desire to share a memory proves to be 
strenuous. 

Indeed, this overwrought fragmentation of speech is present 
throughout the play, also demonstrated by the other characters. Serving 
as an exemplar is the character Jonny, who, in his castration, experiences 
physical violence more explicitly than the rest of the other characters. 
As such, his interview is fraught with lapses in memory, signifying his 
experience of trauma as a transnational subject. He is restless, distracted, 
and jittery as he toys with the cigarette, saying, “Shit sorry I / Lost my 
train of thought there” (63). Jonny repeats similar phrases, his memory 
of encountering Tanya and Anders being disrupted by: “Sure / I mean 
sure I can try to tell but like I said / I don’t remember it / Sure / Okay / 
Uh / Sorry shit what was the question again” (78)? His claim “Yeah! / 
Yeah / Sorry I’m with you / I’m still with you” (69) is therefore tenuous. 
While Jonny is physically present during the interview, his displacement 
is evident, and memories of Panjawaii reflect Jackson, Crang, and Dwyer’s 
notion of “symbolic and imaginary geographies” (3). 

Whether Jonny’s lapse in memory is his own refusal to remember or 
the direct result of his injuries is unclear. For Hughes, it reflects Jonny’s 
ability to “stop himself from talking about the incident some more” 
(Moscovitch 112). A more experienced soldier than Jonny and Tanya, 
Hughes gives an interview that grounds the actions on the battlefield 
as justifiable, thus reflecting an alternative recollection of traumatic 
experience. Hughes establishes his position from the very beginning of 
Part Four: “Listen,” he starts, “We’re trying to stabilize that country / We 
were to provide security / Get those people some human rights [...] We’re 
trying to help those people” (94). Moreover, it is even more important to 
note how Part Four ends, with Hughes convincing Anders, the medic, 
that Jonny’s injuries are not his fault (116), followed by his closing his 
interview with:

HUGHES looks at the audience/interviewer.

SGT. STEPHEN HUGHES:
Hey
This is war. (119)

For Hughes, the statement “This is war” legitimizes the violence of
the battlefield and is suggestive of the costs of military mobilization. 
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Furthermore, the statement echoes but also differs from his previous 
claim, “we’re at war” (9), in Part One. In the voice of a returned 
soldier, the use of present tense to reflect on a past event illustrates 
the nuances of disconnect between the past and the present, between 
transnational spaces. The difference, more poignantly, is that “we’re at 
war” highlights the ongoing conflict inherent in the soldier’s attempt 
at grappling with experience and memory, a conflict that the soldiers 
must continuously face.

While the play presents the degree to which memory grounds 
the overarching narrative underlining the complexities of the returned 
soldier’s psyche, This is War further highlights the impact of violence 
on the returned soldier by emphasizing how it complicates the 
experience of trauma that occupies the soldier’s body as a transnational 
site. In considering sex and sexual injuries in This is War, it can 
be noted that differing characters experience sex differently. For 
Hughes, sex is aggressive, for Jonny sex is forced, and for Anders sex 
is dangerous, something he nullifies. Anders also warns Hughes that 
“Tanya has a stress injury [...] so if you fucked her last night to make 
yourself feel better, then that’s low of you” (116), reminds Tanya “he 
[Hughes] doesn’t get pregnant” (41), and attaches sexual intercourse 
to catching chlamydia (114). As Tanya suffers the psychological 
consequences of the sexual intercourse between her and Hughes, the 
consequence for Hughes is physical (an injury to his knee), which 
results from “hefting” Tanya (18). In his interview, however, Hughes 
considers, however smugly, his knee as an injury as resulting from the 
joint op (112).

Moreover, it is critical to note the significance of Jonny’s physical 
injury as central to the play’s events, especially when considering the 
reconfiguration of transnational spaces, as well as the challenges present 
in confronting the displaced body of the retuned soldier. Throughout 
the play, Jonny’s discomfort in his suit is repeatedly referenced. On the 
day of the joint op, Jonny is seen “adjusting the crotch of his pants [...] 
several times and becomes engrossed in adjusting” (24). It is then later 
revealed by Anders that due to his injury, Jonny’s surgery requires the 
removal of his genitalia:

ANDERS:

(...)

Beat.

I... called into Role 3: Jonny’s still in surgery. They’re 
saying it’s his genitals; that kid is twenty years old. 
How’re you taking that? ’Cause I’m not taking that 
very well. (114)

Anders emphasizes the age of Jonny – “twenty years old”– and notably 
refers to him as a “kid.” This is not the first time that the audience is 
reminded of Jonny’s age and his consequential inexperience. The audience 
is introduced to Jonny as a rookie soldier who has just returned from his 
first day in Panjawaii and is already jostled by the death of a comrade (63). 
Likewise, upon Jonny’s earlier encounter with Tanya, she too stresses 
the age difference between herself and Jonny, highlighting how Jonny is 
deterred by his own youthfulness, his innocence, and his naivety in both 
sex and combat (65). Anders’ concern with the surgical removal of Jonny’s 
genitalia ties in with Jonny’s age, as Anders implies the consequences of 
war (and an increasing military complex) that Jonny must face. In the 
aftermath, Jonny must be able to condition himself to believe that “this 
is [his] normal now” (92). Thus, the castration of his manhood becomes 
a daunting reminder of the repercussions of violence and the everlasting 
effects of trauma, as inflicted upon the body as a transnational space. 
Physical injuries such as Jonny’s castration, therefore, highlight the literal 
detachment of one’s self in time and place.

Thus far, I have highlighted the play’s representation of individual 
trauma as located in the soldier’s body—both the mind (through memory) 
and the physical body (inflicted upon the soldier through injury)—that 
captures the difficulties of the returned soldiers’ attempts at settling in the 
present time and space of the interviews. I turn now to addressing the 
function of theatre as a mode that enables a collective engagement from 
the audience and aims to incite an understanding, however fraught, of the 
returned soldier’s experiences. As Caruth suggests, “history, like trauma, 
is never one’s own” (24). In “Rethinking Trauma in a Transnational 
World,” Zarowsky and Pedersen suggest that distinguishing collective 
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trauma from individual trauma is to “acknowledge the matrices of power, 
structure and meaning that cause or alleviate suffering, from approaches 
that fail to recognize, or systematically obscure, the social, cultural, and 
political nature of all human experience” (292). Thus, in positioning the 
soldier’s body as a transnational site, this aim towards “collective trauma” 
is important in its exemplification of the fact that borders do not bind these 
traumatic experiences, nor do these experiences settle in one space alone; 
they oscillate, constantly moving and transcending national borders via the 
relation between characters and audience that the play establishes.

It is through the enactment of trauma, the retelling of untold stories, 
that the audience may be able to grasp the fact that “what we see and hear 
[...] resonates beyond what we [ourselves] can know and understand” 
(Caruth 56). This is evident in the limitations of the play’s interview 
format. While the audience posits itself as the interviewer, readers and 
viewers are only able and allowed to listen, and unable to directly intervene 
and ask questions. Note how the play opens with Tanya and Jonny’s 
recollection of dust and Hughes’ claim: “It’s probably hard for you get 
a sense of what it’s like on the ground” (Moscovitch 3). This sets the 
distance between character and audience, as well as a boundary between 
the knowledge and experience of the characters versus the lack of the 
audience, in turn immediately de-territorializing the audience within 
the space. Yet, This is War attempts to navigate beyond the borders of 
experience and challenges the audience to participate in more ways than 
just reading or watching. In an interview with Anusuree Roy, Moscovitch 
explains that: “Trauma is a more extreme version of experience. But what 
you’re doing with a play is you’re asking your character to go through 
trauma, [...] to be that person for a little bit. Feel what that person feels” 
(132). For Moscovitch, the intention of the play, to “feel what the 
person feels,” is reflected in the stage directions at the end of Part One, 
which direct the audience to respond to “an ugly, foreign, not easily 
recognizable” (9) sound:

We should have a visceral, involuntary, animal response to the sound.
The sound should make us feel a little sick, but we don’t know why.
The may make them uncomfortable: they shift in their seat or they 
stare us down blankly.  (9)

The use of “we” in the above-cited stage direction is inclusive of not the 
actors, but the audience, directing audience members on their reaction 
to the guttural and visceral sound: “they shift in their seat or they stare us 
down.” Moreover, the use of “should” in the stage direction as a modal 
verb indicates the text’s expectations and the audience’s duty to react 
accordingly to this disturbing, uncomfortable experience of a sound 
suggestive of “people being tortured, realizing they’re going to die, in 
the final stage of life, trampling each other” (9). In providing this sense 
of direction, Moscovitch does not just view the audience as spectators 
of and witnesses to the play’s narrative, but as agents integral to the 
experience of collective trauma.

To conclude, Moscovitch’s play, This is War, represents violence 
and trauma as it occupies the transnational space of experience of 
memory in confronting the displaced body of the returned soldier. 
Having considered the play’s representation of individual trauma 
as located in the soldier’s body (both mind and physical body) as a 
transnational space, it can be argued that the conception of transnational 
spaces has been expanded to include “symbolic and imaginary geographies,” 
communicating the experiences of the transnational subject. Moreover, 
this examination of the violence inflicted upon the returned soldier’s 
displaced body in This is War also reveals the difficulties and conflicts 
inherent in the returned soldier’s attempts at grappling with traumatic 
experiences. Moscovitch extends these difficulties and conflicts to 
the audience, which illustrates the play’s attempt at inciting collective 
engagement—a collective trauma. The deconstruction of the returned 
soldier in This Is War allows for recognition of the possibility of 
viewing the body of the soldier not just as a national symbol, but as a 
transnational site that highlights the consequences of warfare. In this 
way, caught within the continuous movement and displacement of the 
military complex, trauma and violence complicate the re-settlement 
of the returned soldier to the “passive humdrum of Canadian life” 
from “the brutality of the war zone far away” (Jones 26), as the soldiers 
become “rooted/routed” by their experiences of war. On a larger scale, 
it must be noted that recent psychiatric and anthropological scholarship 
on trauma and post-traumatic stress disorders focuses on both the 
experiences and forced displacements of refugees, as well as the soldiers 
caught in the middle of conflict, calling into question the intersecting 
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complexities and importance of investigating post-traumatic stress 
disorders in order to understand the impact of the political economy of 
modern warfare (Kienzeler 223, Pedersen 180). This is War, centered 
on the study of the returned soldier, responds to recent scholarship in 
its approach, complicating the moral consequences of war by illustrating 
their traumatic effect on both the human psyche and physical body. 
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